Gen-Touch Holistic Fertility Method™ Program
GTHF Participant Agreement
Terms and Conditions

By signing where indicated below you irrevocably agree that, if Genevieve Siegel or GenTouch Holistic Fertility™ (GTHF) approves your application for the “Gen-Touch Holistic
Fertility Method™” Program, then this GTHF Participant Agreement automatically becomes a
binding contract between you and GTHF, and applies to your participation. By signing below
you are acknowledging that you have read, agree to, and accept all of the terms and
conditions stated.
The client purchasing this “coaching”/guidance and treatment service or program from
Genevieve Siegel or GTHF, acknowledges that coaching involves a willing relationship
between the client and coach, in which the client provides information, the coach listens to
the client, and the coach reflects information back to the client. This process is intended to
be informational and educational, and provide clarification, support and encouragement for
client goals based on the information provided by the client. This may include reflecting on
thoughts, beliefs, emotions, behaviors and/or life events and the willingness to make
lifestyle changes.
I have made every effort to accurately represent the program and it’s potential. At GTHF I
affirm that clients are fully responsible for their beliefs, emotions, choices and actions.
Genevieve Siegel and GTHF will do everything possible to support you in achieving your
results and desired outcomes, and how a client decides to use this information is solely their
responsibility. Client will indemnify and hold harmless Genevieve Siegel and GTHF for any
claims, liability, costs or expense in connection with any coaching services, information or
materials. The client acknowledges that they are responsible for their comments, actions
and omissions and hereby releases Genevieve Siegel or GTHF from liability as influenced by
the information contained in products and services received.
Genevieve Siegel and GTHF take responsible steps to keep information from coaching
sessions confidential and will uphold all HIPAA standards. I respect your privacy and expect
you to respect the privacy of fellow program participants.
All information and material used during your coaching is the property of Genevieve Siegel
and GTHF and is for your personal use only. It may not be copied or redistributed in any
form.
By applying for and signing this program agreement, you authorize Genevieve Siegel or
GTHF to charge your credit or debit card, as payment for your program membership.
Furthermore, you agree that you are responsible for full payment of fees for the entire 12-

1

week program, regardless of whether you actually complete the program, and regardless of
whether you have selected a lump sum or weekly payment plan. No refunds will be issued
and all weekly payments must be paid on a timely basis. Genevieve Siegel can terminate
this agreement if you fail to pay your coaching fees, otherwise breach this agreement, or
engage in critical, hurtful or discriminating conduct during sessions or in the online
community.
Coaching and the GTHF site are intended to be informational and educational only, and are
not substitutes for medical, psychological, legal, financial or counselling professional advice
or services. By undertaking coaching with Genevieve Siegel and use of the GTHF site, you
assert that you are of well body and mind to uphold this agreement. Any circumstances,
illness or injury that may impair the coaching process should be firstly disclosed and
discussed before applying for the program. This is to try and ensure that the journey is
enjoyable, effective and appropriate for you and all participants so you and our tribe can
safely grow, share and inspire.
Please contact me at any time to discuss this agreement at gen@gentouchmassage.com.

Print name: __________________ Signature:________________________ Date:_______
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